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[. . .]
Eric James Sheridan – UBS Investment Bank, Research Division – MD and Equity Research Internet Analyst
Maybe 2 questions, if I can. Joey, for you, maybe you can help to explain why a spin-off of Vimeo was the right choice in entirety for both Vimeo and IAC.
And maybe lay out some of your views about how you plan on repositioning IAC ex Vimeo on the equity side for the long-term on the other side of the
spin.
And maybe, Anjali, if I could sneak maybe one in for you. Obviously, a super interesting year for Vimeo on the demand side. How should we be thinking
about you aligning investments in product innovation against what you learned in 2020 against what you’re trying to do on sort of a 5-year view and grow
Vimeo as a platform?
Joseph M. Levin – IAC/InterActiveCorp – CEO & Director
Sure. On the IPO, full spin versus partial spin, so you saw we raised capital in the private markets for Vimeo. I think that’s all the capital that Vimeo needs
for a while. And that was quick and easy and no real distraction for the team. And getting that done in that way, I think, was — allowed us to do what’s
important, which is focus on growing the business and Anjali and team to focus on things like product and sales and marketing and not the fundraising side
or the capital market side. And that got done the sort of function of an IPO or raising capital.
Then as it relates to partial versus entirely, what we wanted to do was get Vimeo out there on its own, to have its own currency, to be unfettered, to be a
clean, clear story on its own. And a complete spin is what accomplishes that. At any given point — we get this question a lot of, well, are you — is now the
time on account of value or is now the time on account of a lack of value, or things like that.
What the focus for us is getting the business out to be clean and clear and operating the best unfettered. And we think right now that Vimeo can do that, can
stand on its own, can stand well on its own. And there’s no reason to hold back a piece at IAC, and IAC shareholders, of course, participate in all that
regardless in a very clean way.
The next question, important one, of course, what’s next for IAC. We — anytime where we’ve done a spin, and we’ve been through a few of these, the
immediate next question is, okay, what’s next. And every time also it’s a little bit of, I don’t see a lot of what’s left in the cupboard there. And even that was
as recently as the Match spin and people not quite seeing the Vimeo story as clearly as we saw it or as amazing as it’s played out, meaning even surprised
us.
We’ve got a great collection of businesses right now at IAC ex Vimeo. ANGI, you’re all quite familiar with, is just a huge business in a huge category with
a huge leadership position. And we’ve got a lot we’re doing on the product side that we’re very excited about to open up more of the market.
Dotdash is starting to really come out of its shell and growing 33% last quarter and being a real business with real moats, we think, in the publishing
category, which is something that previously didn’t — I didn’t think was possible, or in recent history a lot of people didn’t think was possible.

We’ve got Care, which is relatively new for us, but we think can be a huge marketplace in a huge $30 billion, $40 billion category. And I think there’s ways
to expand that category to the hundreds of billions. And again, a huge leadership position; nobody really close there.
And we’ve also got, as you know, and we get this question a lot, but a large amount of cash, nearly $3 billion of cash, that we’re going to put to work. And
we’re going to put that to work with no rush, no urgency to buy things, no urgency to buy things in any particular market. But generally, with the same
priorities we always have, which is, first, the businesses that we know, that we own, are going to be the first priority on capital because we can have a real
fundamental advantage in acquiring something. And I think that applies both to new businesses in our existing categories and to share repurchases.
Obviously, we understand our own business — hopefully, we understand our own business pretty well. And then looking for new categories, and I think
generally strong preference for control positions. We do have a couple recent examples that have worked out in minority positions. But generally we’re
going to be focused on control positions. And hopefully, we’ll enter a few new categories and likely on the earlier side of things, but we’ll see. We’ve got a
pretty good stable of the whole range, meaning we’ve got early-stage businesses in NurseFly and Bluecrew that we’re really excited about right now. And
we’ve got later-stage businesses in ANGI and Dotdash that we’re really excited about, and all of those I think if we’ve got them in the portfolio right now
it’s because we believe they have real potential.
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
Hi Eric. So to your question about incremental investments and product innovation at Vimeo over the next few years. The thing that we’ve learned since
the pandemic is just how much bigger the market opportunity is than what we thought. And we really believe our TAM is every professional, every team,
every organization in the world who now needs to use video to reach their customers and employees. And we’ve had so many organizations and businesses
knocking on our door in recent months asking to use video in ways that we don’t yet have the product for. So it’s an early market. I think product
innovation is where we will be focusing our long-term investments.
And some of the things that we’re trying to do is we want to be the single corporate video solution for any organization of any size to share content
internally and externally. We have a great position now in certain parts of that. We can power town halls and trainings, but there’s so many other ways that
video is proliferating throughout organizations. And everything from sharing product demos and creative walk-throughs, to rethinking how webinars work,
to making every interaction with video more engaging. And so we see lots of opportunity, and you’ll see both our near-term and our long-term investments
really designed to solve these needs.
We’ll also be investing in areas like sales and marketing, on the sales side in the near term, expanding our sales force, both domestically and outside the
U.S. We see a big opportunity to increase our marketing spend, particularly on mobile where we have an opportunity. We’ve been historically very webfocused. And you’ll also see us do things like diversify our acquisition channels by investing in areas like partnerships and in our free products.
So it’s an early market. I think we have a great head start with a leading all-in-one software solution. But we want to turn that head start into a definitive
lead, and we’re excited with the capital and the focus to do that.
[. . .]
Brent John Thill – Jefferies LLC, Research Division – Equity Analyst
For Anjali, if you could talk through the confidence in the Vimeo trends, that they’re not temporary? And how you’re anticipating a post-pandemic
recovery?
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
Sure. Look, we’re obviously watching the demand trends carefully, and they are holding. Our sales pipeline is strong. January was the strongest we’ve
seen, even stronger than the peak of the pandemic in March. Our days to close on our sales cycle have stayed short. And on the self-serve side, our highest
tiers are growing over 200% year-on-year in bookings. So certainly from a demand perspective, no signs of a slowdown.

But the bigger thing that we see is the use cases and our customers using video in ways that we would expect, [doing more] and in ways that are helping
them drive better outcomes for their business. And there, we see it very clearly. You’ve got companies like Starbucks and Lowe’s training their store
associates using video, or Nike training their retail partners like Foot Locker in Europe. And when you see those organizations be able to reach their
associates in ways that are more engaging, more scalable, at a fraction of the cost, you don’t see them going away from that.
Same with fitness studios, performing arts venues, cultural institutions, they’re finding that they can access larger audiences than they ever could before, in
some cases, 10x-ing the number of audience that they have. And so we just don’t see a rationale for why they would go back from that.
And you see small businesses who are able to get higher clicks, more customers from using video than image or text. And by the way, that’s in an
environment where a lot of small businesses are shut down, and many more, hopefully, after the pandemic will come back. So it gives us a lot of
confidence that video is going to settle, we don’t know exactly where from a demand perspective, but certainly at an elevated level than what we saw preCOVID.
What that means for our growth trajectory, also hard to predict. Before the pandemic, we have said we expected to grow between 20% and 30% in terms of
revenue. Obviously, if you look at the monthly metrics, that no longer applies as a range. How much higher than that is what is hard to predict. But again,
certainly expect to be growing faster than we anticipated before the pandemic started.
Glenn Howard Schiffman – IAC/InterActiveCorp – CFO & Executive VP
The revenue recognition dynamics of this business, as you know, the SaaS-based subscription business, that deceleration from where we are today of north
of 50% to the north of 30%, that will be staged in over the next few quarters. It will probably bottom out in the fourth quarter, maybe will come close to the
30% in the fourth quarter of this year. And then we do expect — given all the product work we’re doing, given all the investments we’re doing across
Vimeo, we do expect to, again, accelerate from there into 2022.
[. . .]
Ross Adam Sandler – Barclays Bank PLC, Research Division – MD of Americas Equity Research & Senior Internet Analyst
Just one for Glenn and then one for Anjali. So Glenn, yes, nothing more exciting for an IAC enthusiast than reading 487-page spin document. So thanks for
dropping that during earnings season, by the way.
But a question on the spin mechanics. So it looks like IAC will get — 88% of Vimeo will be spun out. There’s a $6 billion post-money valuation right now
or about 161 million shares, so about 1.6 or thereabouts Vimeo shares for each IAC share. Is that correct in terms of the ratio? And then what’s the
mechanics from here in terms of the time line?
And then the second question for Anjali. I thought one of the more interesting data points was that 25% of Vimeo revenue comes from subs that you up-sell
to a higher tier, a higher price tier. So can you talk about how you’re working to convert more of that 200 million free users into the 1.5 million pay? And
then within that 1.5 million, how you move them up? That would be great.
Glenn Howard Schiffman – IAC/InterActiveCorp – CFO & Executive VP
Let me knock out the first one. Ross, that’s impressive. But there’s another 150 pages. I believe it was a 620- or 630-page document.
But no, in terms of timing of process from here, yes, we refiled the S-4 earlier this week. We — as we respond to SEC comments, we’ll probably refile it
again in the next week or 2 when we’ll drop in the year-end financials for Vimeo and IAC. And then hopefully we’ll navigate through the SEC process
throughout the month of February. That should tee us up for mailing to shareholders in March and then have a shareholder vote potentially the end of
March, early April. And then hope to effect the spin sometime in April, worst case early May. So early second quarter is the timing.

You — as I said, it was a great read of the document. We do own — after the 2 capital raises, we do own 88% of Vimeo. We have about 146 million shares
of Vimeo, 86 million shares of IAC. So the spin ratio will be 1.6 based on these current estimates. Obviously, that could evolve. So every shareholder of
IAC will get 1.6 shares of Vimeo, again based on the current numbers and the current calculations. And then based on the $6 billion post-money valuation
that Vimeo last raised capital at, that obviously is a $35 stock price for Vimeo.
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
Ross, on your question about upselling our free base, our free users into paid customers, we see a huge opportunity to do that. And a lot of our product
investment is designed to unlock that.
So a couple of things that we see. So today, I think about 60% of our paying subscribers start as free first, and then about 60% of our enterprise customers
come from that free or self-serve base. So already, you kind of have a freemium model. But if you actually look at what you can do for free on Vimeo using
video, we see an opportunity to get every one of those free users to be creating content.
So one of the things we’ve done is we’ve launched our Vimeo Create app and are offering a version of that for free to our user base. We recently launched a
screen recorder tool called Vimeo Record that’s also free for our user base. And this is a way in which we’re looking to really drive sort of bottoms-up,
product-led growth by having employees, small businesses just creating content, which is usually the biggest barrier to getting people to use video. And
then from there, expanding to branding and customization, then upselling to a higher tier. Or security, if you want to put your content in a secure portal. Or
expanding team size, that’s a big opportunity. You’ll see us do a lot to really be a sort of per-seat or team-driven model in the future.
So we’ve got quite a few levers to kind of move that base. And if you just look at that base itself, nearly 70% of Fortune 500 companies have an account on
Vimeo, and we have less than 4,000 enterprise customers today. So just huge opportunity, and we think the biggest unlock will be product and having the
right mechanisms to both get people creating content for free and then the reasons to upgrade.
[. . .]
John Ryan Blackledge – Cowen and Company, LLC, Research Division – Head of Internet Research, MD & Senior Research Analyst
Great. So 2 questions, 1 on Vimeo subs. Just curious what the mix of new subs was in 2020 business versus creative pros? And any color on the overall sub
mix ending 2020, again, business versus creative pros? And then within business, the mix of Enterprise versus SMBs, which I think Anjali just referenced
Enterprise subs, and how that could trend in 2021.
[. . .]
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
On the Vimeo sub question, the vast majority of our new subscribers in 2020 are businesses. Within that, there’s a good mix of smaller businesses, all the
way up to large organizations. But we very clearly — I think every year, we’ve kind of seen that mix shift away from pros towards businesses. That has
certainly continued and, in some ways, accelerated since the pandemic and we expect that trend to continue.
And then in terms of Enterprise versus SMBs, our sub volume is much, much heavier towards the small business. And we don’t — if you look at our
customers today, we don’t have — on the Enterprise side, which is — this is anyone who our sales team has spoken to, that’s around 4,000 customers.
But again, if you look at the actual users in the base, a lot of free and self-serve customers are large organizations. And the way we're sort of thinking about
it is how do we -- if we have one user or buyer within an organization using our tools, how do we actually expand from there in a very seamless way so that
other departments, other buyers and other teams can discover our products and use them. And so what you'll see on the Enterprise side is both trying to land
new customers within our existing base and through our sales team, but then also trying to expand within each organization so that Vimeo's share, if you
will, of how they're using video across that organization increases.
[. . .]

Jason Stuart Helfstein – Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., Research Division – MD & Senior Internet Analyst
Yes. Two questions. First for Anjali. Maybe talk a bit about the behavior of your cohort. So when you think about your 2019 cohorts, the way they act in
2020, what drove the increase in the value of those cohorts when you think about what they did, any pricing changes you made, the way you were able to
drive usage?
[. . .]
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
So on the Vimeo cohort behavior, we’re seeing 2 trends. One, our existing customers from prior cohorts are paying us more today than they were before, so
our net revenue retention on Enterprise has been increasing for 7 consecutive quarters. And that’s coming from the investment we’re making in the
products, expanding the use cases and sort of optimizing our sales motion.
And then we also see that new cohorts in general are paying us more than — in 2020 than the new cohorts were in ’19 and ’18 and that’s because we are
seeing greater demand for our higher priced offerings, areas like livestream. And as we shift the mix of our subscribers, more businesses looking for
advanced marketing tools, that’s analytics, customization, we just see that there is more desire to pay, willingness to pay for those features. And that’s why
even on the self-serve side, our 2 fastest-growing plans are our 2 highest-priced ones.
And then the other piece, of course, is just general retention and product engagement. There — we’ve been watching this very closely since the pandemic
began and we see no indication of deterioration in retention. Product engagement has been holding really strong. And in some areas, like livestreaming, has
been higher among recent cohorts.
And so it generally looks like a very solid, healthy cohort behavior. And there’s also tons of room for us to go. And this is where we look at, again, the use
cases we serve right now. We have so many customers asking to use Vimeo and video in a bunch of other ways. And the quicker we can get some of the
things that we’re working on and our road map out into the market, the quicker we’ll be able to expand that net revenue retention even further.
[. . .]
Ygal Arounian – Wedbush Securities Inc., Research Division – Research Analyst
One question for Anjali and one for Joey. On Vimeo, Anjali, you touched on it a little bit on the e-commerce side. You guys have partnerships with Shopify,
with GoDaddy. We’ve been hearing more and more about livestreaming opportunities for direct-to-consumer companies around selling products. Can you
talk about the opportunity there around e-commerce a little bit more specifically?
[. . .]
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
So for maybe on the partnership side, we really think of partnerships as an acquisition channel and also a way to open up our market by exposing more
businesses to the power of video on the platforms that they’re on. And so yes, we’ve announced native integrations or partnerships with GoDaddy, Shopify.
I think more recently, MailChimp and HubSpot were the latest 2. We’ve got others coming. We are investing in partnerships. And really, the key, the model
that we’re looking to scale here is natively integrating parts of our capabilities directly into these platforms and then having the ability for those customers
to have a direct relationship with Vimeo when they want to do more. And we are seeing, I think, promising signs there, though it is still early, and definitely
a growth area for us.
Within that, there’s a couple of different buckets. There’s live. There’s website builders. There’s marketing, CRM software companies and then there’s ecommerce, for sure. And truthfully, we’re looking at all of them as really interesting areas to go into. E-commerce, for sure, is one of the use cases. We are
seeing traction. Our Shopify app is getting really great reviews, great engagement. And there what we are allowing an e-commerce store owner to do is just
very quickly, automatically generate videos for their product detail pages just using the existing content that’s on those pages and then the ability to edit and
customize from there.

So I think you’ll see us do more in e-commerce, for sure, in helping businesses use video to sell their products, increase their conversion rates, et cetera.
But it’s not — that’s one of the use cases across video that we’re focused on, and our partnership strategy is broader.
[. . .]
Youssef Houssaini Squali – Truist Securities, Inc., Research Division – MD & Senior Analyst
[. . .]
And then on the — and maybe one quick question for Anjali. The team has — and you’ve touched a little bit on that earlier, but I want to dig a little deeper.
The team has historically talked about the Vimeo opportunity as a 20% to 30% grower over time with about a 20%-plus segment EBITDA margins over
time. As you become independent, as you go out and address your own set of investors, what is the message, I guess, as a SaaS company — a lot of SaaS
companies talk about rule of 30, rule of 40 or rule of 50, which is your growth rate plus your operating margin or EBITDA margin. Can you just speak to
how you look at it? And how will you guide basically once you have an opportunity to do so?
[. . .]
Anjali Sud – Vimeo, Inc. – CEO
Look, I think we think about the business like any SaaS company would. We were — Vimeo was a rule of 40 SaaS business in 2020. We were a rule of 50
SaaS business in Q4. Hard to say what near-term 2021 will look like as we lap the pandemic. But in terms of long-term growth on top line, as I said, our
original range of 20% to 30%, we think is conservative. It’s hard to say how much higher we’ll be above that, but we certainly think we’ll be better off than
we were prepandemic.
And then on margins, long term, I think we’ve said around 20%. Do we think we can do better than that? Yes. Is there a goal in the near term to be
profitable right now? No, we don’t see any reason to do that. We’re investing in growth. And we are focused on our unit economics. LTV to CAC is strong
right now. We are increasing gross margins. We’ve crossed 70% and think there’s room from there.
So we’ll keep focusing on improving margins and keeping our unit economics solid. But otherwise, early market, lots of opportunity for growth, and it’s all
going to come down to building the right products for our customers.
Glenn Howard Schiffman – IAC/InterActiveCorp – CFO & Executive VP
Youssef, and the one other thing I’d add, as people think about Vimeo, I’d also focus on the free cash flow. Because despite the investment year we’re
having this year at Vimeo and the investment year — I’m sorry, the investment year we had in 2020 and the investment year we’re going to have in 2021,
as you’ll see in the S-4, we still generated over $30 million of free cash flow. And that’s not — given the revenue recognition dynamics, given our
bookings, that number is not going down. So I think that’s an interesting way for people to think about calibrating the EBITDA and the throughput with the
revenue growth.
[. . .]
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